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Webinar Motivating Question

- How do we balance the need to continually innovate (to stay relevant) against the need to have stable data and methodologies (to maintain public trust)?

- This talk:
  - Background on the Census Bureau
  - Building/Maintaining Trust
  - Innovating
  - Three Examples (representing different balances)
Background: Census Bureau

- The Census Bureau is one of 13 Principal Statistical Agencies within the U.S. decentralized statistical system (which spans 125 agencies collecting data and producing statistics).
  - The Center for Economic Studies is an R&D group within Census.
- The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) provides coordination, guidance, and oversight through the Chief Statistician of the U.S.
Background: Economic Measurement at Census

- We use data from Collected 70+ Surveys Censuses
- Curated Administrative Commercial Passive
- Combined Across entities Over time

...to produce...
- Principal Economic Indicators
  - Example: Advance Monthly Retail Trade
- Benchmark Economic Statistics
  - Example: Economic Census
- Data Products
  - Example: Business Formation Statistics
Building and Maintaining Trust

- Federal Laws and Regulations:
  - For example, Census is bound by U.S. Code Title 13. It is against the law to disclose or publish private information.

- OMB Statistical Policy Directives (SPD)
  - For example, SPD3 requires agencies announce planned changes in data collection, analysis, or estimation methods at least three report cycles (quarterly/monthly) or three months (weekly/annual) in advance.

- Commerce Department: Value of Government Statistics: value from being comprehensive, consistent, confidential, credible, relevant, and accessible.

- Census Bureau Statistical Quality Standards.
  - For example, A-1 includes standards for transparency concerning revisions.
Innovation and Economic Measurement

- Research => Prototype => Pilot => Production
- Working papers; peer-reviewed journal
- Presentations at conferences and to Scientific Advisory Committees (CSAC, FESAC)
- Period of beta/experimentation
- Website with detailed documentation
- OMB designation as a Principal Federal Economic Indicator
- Additional Steps for Surveys
- Cognitive testing
- Usability testing
- OMB clearance (includes estimates for respondent burden)
- Federal Register Notice (FRN)
  - Example: Annual Business Survey (ABS) in 2017:
    - August 7
    - October 24
    - December 7
Example 1: Advance Monthly Retail Trade Survey

- Principal Federal Economic Indicator
- Predetermined release dates published annually
- Notice of intent to revise is currently on our website
Example 2: Business Formation Statistics

- Business formations with 4 Quarters, per 1000 people
- Research conducted jointly with the Federal Reserve Board and Banks.
- Presented at academic conferences.
- Blog (see map) and working paper simultaneously released.
- Website includes an address for questions and explicitly notes methodology is evolving.
Example 3: Productivity Distributions

- Dispersion in Dispersion of Labor Productivity

- Research using micro level of productivity revealed large heterogeneity.

- Research community uses beta version in FSRDC.

- Research and develop public use statistic (with Bureau of Labor Statistics).

- Presentations at conferences and Scientific Advisory Committees.

- Working papers (see plot; Cunningham et. al (2018)).

- Working on details now including disclosure avoidance.
Thank you!

- For more information please see Census website (www.census.gov) and the following:
  - Slide 5:
    - https://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/information-regulatory-affairs/statistical-programs-standards/
  - Slide 7:
    - https://www.census.gov/retail/index.html
  - Slide 8
    - https://www.census.gov/programs-surveys/bfs/about.html
  - Slide 9:
  - Contact me: Lucia.S.Foster@census.gov